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34Objectives: Increased adoption of electronic health records has resulted in increased availability of free
35text clinical data for secondary use. A variety of approaches to obtain actionable information from
36unstructured free text data exist. These approaches are resource intensive, inherently complex and rely
37on structured clinical data and dictionary-based approaches. We sought to evaluate the potential to
38obtain actionable information from free text pathology reports using routinely available tools and
39approaches that do not depend on dictionary-based approaches.
40Materials and methods: We obtained pathology reports from a large health information exchange and
41evaluated the capacity to detect cancer cases from these reports using 3 non-dictionary feature selection
42approaches, 4 feature subset sizes, and 5 clinical decision models: simple logistic regression, naïve bayes,
43k-nearest neighbor, random forest, and J48 decision tree. The performance of each decision model was
44evaluated using sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, and area under the receiver
45operating characteristics (ROC) curve.
46Results: Decision models parameterized using automated, informed, and manual feature selection
47approaches yielded similar results. Furthermore, non-dictionary classification approaches identified can-
48cer cases present in free text reports with evaluation measures approaching and exceeding 80–90% for
49most metrics.
50Conclusion: Our methods are feasible and practical approaches for extracting substantial information
51value from free text medical data, and the results suggest that these methods can perform on par, if
52not better, than existing dictionary-based approaches. Given that public health agencies are often
53under-resourced and lack the technical capacity for more complex methodologies, these results represent
54potentially significant value to the public health field.
55� 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc.
56
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58
59 1. Introduction

60 The widespread adoption of electronic medical records has
61 resulted in increased availability of free text clinical data, usually
62 in the form of plaintext reports dictated or typed by clinicians,
63 for secondary use. Because free text clinical data must be con-
64 verted to actionable information to realize its full value, analyzing
65 and extracting pertinent information from unstructured clinical

66text has become an increasingly important activity within the
67healthcare industry.
68Various approaches for obtaining actionable information from
69unstructured free text generally attempt to address the challenges
70of both identifying and contextualizing concepts of interest, so-
71called ‘‘named entities”. Identifying named entities, a process ter-
72med ‘‘named entity recognition” (NER), can be performed using
73either dictionary-based or non-dictionary approaches. Dictionary-
74based approaches for NER rely on medical ontologies while non-
75dictionary approaches derive named entities from less formal
76sources such as clinician’s empirical knowledge or from source
77data being analyzed.
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78 While dictionary-based approaches have the advantage of using
79 lists of pre-vetted entities that reflect concepts of interest, no sin-
80 gle medical ontology has been designed to comprehensively reflect
81 entities for a specific illness/condition, nor grouped in a hierarchi-
82 cal structure that makes their selection an efficient process. Conse-
83 quently, deriving concepts from existing ontologies to accurately
84 identify specific conditions requires considerable expertise and
85 manual effort.
86 Achieving accurate NER in plaintext reports is a significant bot-
87 tleneck in text mining, especially when using dictionary based
88 approaches [12]. Dictionary based NER performance measures
89 have been found to be well below levels acceptable for routine
90 use in clinical and research contexts [11,18]. Further, given that
91 controlled vocabularies and ontologies routinely evolve (Bodenrei-
92 der, 2008); Vreeman [20], dictionary based approaches for NER
93 often require manual curation to accurately reflect constantly
94 changing terminology. These challenges suggest that dictionary-
95 based approaches require high maintenance, and may not yield a
96 satisfactory cost benefit when applied in the medical domain. Con-
97 versely, performing NER using non-dictionary machine learning
98 approaches (Jiang et. al., 2011) can mitigate the challenges of
99 dictionary-based methods by leveraging data on hand to minimize

100 the reliance on complex and constantly changing sources of exter-
101 nal knowledge.
102 Although new approaches for processing unstructured clinical
103 data are routinely published, there remains a paucity of practical,
104 generalizable, evidence-based best practices addressing
105 approaches for obtaining actionable information from unstruc-
106 tured clinical text. Further, much of the work performed in this
107 space has been conducted in the clinical informatics realm, and
108 there is shortage of methodology studies specifically addressing
109 needs in the public health realm.
110 Consequently, this study seeks to assess the practical use of
111 existing ‘‘off the shelf” text analysis and information-mining meth-
112 ods to generate actionable information from free text clinical
113 resources to address problems affecting the population/public
114 health space. As a demonstration of our work, we sought to assess
115 how these approaches could improve case reporting to cancer reg-
116 istries using unstructured clinical data.
117 Cancer registries play a significant supporting role in public
118 health activities by integrating cancer case information for multi-
119 ple purposes including determining population-based cancer inci-
120 dence, initiating survival and mortality reporting, identifying at-
121 risk populations, and supporting research studies on comparabil-
122 ity, clustering, and the adequacy of cancer surveillance [2,23].
123 However, cancer reporting activities are often delayed and incom-
124 plete [1,6,23], yielding delayed ascertainment of cases, which lim-
125 its the value of cancer registry data and its use [19]. Prior studies
126 have demonstrated that automated methods for identifying a vari-
127 ety of public health reportable cases can effectively improve the
128 timeliness and completeness of case reporting [8,15].
129 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of cancer
130 case identification within plaintext clinical reports using off the
131 shelf tools and machine learning NER approaches. By evaluating
132 alternate approaches that vary the level of clinician expertise
133 required, we sought to assess the performance of various auto-
134 mated cancer case detection approaches having varying levels of
135 human guidance and pave the way for further research into prac-
136 tical applications for the public health space.

137 2. Materials and methods

138 We sought to evaluate our work using data collected by the
139 Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC), a large Health Information
140 Exchange (HIE) serving major hospitals of Indiana [14]. The INPC

141serves public health by scrutinizing incoming HL7 laboratory mes-
142sages for results of public health interest using dictionary-based
143approaches, and reports them to the state and county health
144departments [16]. However, it has no mechanism to perform sim-
145ilar reporting using plaintext data. We sought to assess non-
146dictionary cancer detection using plaintext pathology reports col-
147lected by the INPC. Pathology reports were used due to (a) their
148completeness and availability and (b) their suitability for identify-
149ing cancer diagnoses.
150We sampled 7000 heterogeneous plaintext pathology reports
151distributed across seven diverse health systems, representing over
15230 hospitals within the INPC. Clinicians performed a manual
153review of these reports and tagged them as either positive or neg-
154ative for the presence of a cancer diagnosis. Next, we sought to
155identify specific tokens associated with the presence or absence
156of a cancer diagnosis using these labeled results.

1572.1. Preparation of the master feature vector

158A Perl script was written to parse each plaintext report and
159identify the number of unique tokens present in the entire report
160set. Of these, tokens that appear only once or twice in the entire
161set of reports were removed due to their low prevalence. We also
162identified and removed all stop words appearing in the token list
163using the Perl Lingua Stopwords module [5]. Next, we used the
164Negex algorithm [3] to identify the context of use (positive or neg-
165ative) for each remaining token. The remaining tokens were
166stemmed using the Perl Lingua Stem module [4]. We counted the
167presence of each token in positive and negated contexts and used
168this data to prepare an input vector for each pathology report. Each
169token was represented by two digits in the master feature vector –
170the number of positive occurrences and the number of negative
171occurrences of each token per report. Subsets of the master feature
172vector would be used for decision modeling based on token subsets
173selected by each feature selection approach.

1742.2. Selection of feature subsets

175We used 3 non-dictionary feature selection approaches: (a)
176manual, (b) informed, and (c) automated to create feature subsets
177from the master feature vector.

1782.2.1. Manual feature selection
179Clinicians selected feature subsets based on their domain
180expertise. Two experienced clinicians independently created prior-
181itized lists of tokens that would suggest the presence of a cancer
182diagnosis in a pathology report. The clinicians then compared their
183ranked lists and resolved any conflicts. In the event of a disagree-
184ment, a third clinician served as a tiebreaker. Using this process,
185we identified 20 top tokens for automated cancer case detection.

1862.2.2. Informed feature selection
187In contrast to the manual feature selection approach, the
188informed approach provided clinicians with summary statistics
189for each token. Combining this information with their own domain
190expertise, two clinicians independently reviewed and selected sub-
191sets of prioritized tokens for analysis. A third clinician adjudicated
192any disagreements. The summary statistics supplied to clinicians
193to aid in feature selection included:
194

Positive Coverage ¼ PX=RP ð1Þ
Negative Coverage ¼ NX=RN ð2Þ
Coverage Ratio ¼ ðPX=RPÞ=ðNX=RNÞ ð3Þ
Combined Term Frequency ¼ ðOX=RALLÞ ð4Þ
Inverse Document Frequency ¼ logðRALL=RXÞ ð5Þ 196196
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